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Virtualizaation has enab
bled cloud co
omputing, an
nd has openedd many oppoortunities to ddevise new vvirtual
machine (VM)
(
servicees for system administratio
on, security, and reliability
ty. But the biiggest hurdle when
implemen
nting the VM services is th
he “semantic gap” problem
m. This probleem can be described as folllows:
In regularr software deevelopment, programmers
p
have rich seemantics suchh as APIs to use. Howeveer, the
view at th
he VM Monittor (VMM) laayer is too absstract. That iss, at the VMM
M layer there is nothing buut just
raw bits and
a bytes. Thu
us, we often have
h
to bridgee the semantiic gap while ddeveloping VMM servicess. This
problem was
w first raiseed by Professo
or Peter Chen
n and Professoor Brian Nobble from Univversity of Micchigan
in 2001.
It is often teedious, error--prone and tiime-consuminng to bridge the semanticc gap.
Given the im
mportance of this
t problem,, several research groups ffrom organizaations
such as VMw
ware, Stanforrd, Universityy of Michigaan, Georgia T
Tech, Universsity of
Maryland, Pu
urdue, and No
orth Carolinaa State Univerrsity have atttempted to solve it.
Their solutio
ons range from
m purely mannual processees to semi-auutomatic proccesses.
Assistant Pro
ofessor Zhiqiiang Lin at T
The Universitty of Texas aat Dallas, toggether
with his stud
dent Mr. Fu, has
h developeed novel technniques that m
make the sem
manticbridging entirely automatiic.
“What we’v
ve done rep
presents a ssignificant aadvancement in virtualizzation
technology, and it migh
ht change thhe daily praactice for m
many virtualizzation
services,”” says Dr. Lin
n. “Anyone intterested in sy
ystem virtualizzation will bee very interestted in our work.”
Of particu
ular applicatio
on for this technique will be the virtuaal machine inttrospection (V
VMI) and meemory
forensics. VMI is a wid
dely-used tecchnique by clo
oud providerss to inspect thhe state of thee guest OS, suuch as
detecting any intrusion
ns. “By using
g our software, we automaatically generrate a numberr of VMI toools for
free, whereas previoussly, software developers had
h to manuaally write succh tools,” Dr. Lin said. ““Also,
they can now
n natively develop the new
n VMI soft
ftware and cann fully use thee rich semanttic APIs offerred by
the Operaating System””. In other words,
w
there will
w be no seemantic gap w
when using ttheir techniquues to
perform th
he VMI. Sim
milarly in the critical
c
areas of memory fforensics, the investigatorss can now fullly reuse the legacy memory
y state inspection tool to ex
xamine the m
memory withoout worrying about the sem
mantic
gap.
The found
dations of theeir technique are based on
n the observaation that a program is usuually compossed of
code and data. A progrram running on
o one machine typically cconsumes thee data within tthat machine.. “Our
techniquees make the program
p
consume the datta in a seconnd machine aat the VMM layer withouut the
awarenesss that the dataa is actually from
fr
other maachines. This is how we auutomatically bbridge the sem
mantic
gap,” added Dr. Lin.

“Fu and Lin have developed an interesting way to take existing code from a trusted guest operating
system and automatically use it for virtual-machine introspection. The ability to leverage existing code
goes a long way in solving the semantic gap problem inherent to many types of virtual machine services,”
said Dr. Peter Chen, Arthur F. Thurnau Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the
University of Michigan, who first posed the “semantic gap” problem in 2001.
“The UT Dallas technique for virtual machine introspection -- a dynamic monitoring techniques for guest
operating systems that might be malware infected -- offers new and unprecedented opportunities for
secure system operation,” said Dr. Virgil Gligor, Professor of Computer Science and Director of Carnegie
Mellon University’s CYLAB. “Briefly, Dr. Lin's technique enables the design of new and novel tools in
intrusion detection, malware analysis, dynamic monitoring of process execution, and memory forensics.
Using tools based on his technique, anti-virus software companies and forensic investigators may no
longer need to write new software for every new type of malware in a cloud environment, and
they can reuse legacy binary code to do the introspection” he added.
“The work by Dr. Lin and his student is significant in cloud security. They have demonstrated a solution
for a hard problem in virtualization – this solution automatically bridges the semantic-gap by reusing the
legacy binary code. Once the semantic-gap is bridged, there will be many new opportunities for
virtualization research,” said Dr. Elisa Bertino, Professor of Computer Science at Purdue University and
Director of Purdue’s Center for Education and Research in Information Assurance and Security
(CERIAS).
Dr. Lin and his student Mr. Fu recently presented their paper based on this breakthrough research titled
Space Traveling across VM: Automatically Bridging the Semantic Gap in Virtual Machine Introspection
via Online Kernel Data Redirection at the 33rd IEEE Symposium On Security And Privacy in San
Francisco, California. “This is the top conference in cyber security,” said Dr. Bhavani Thuraisingham,
Executive Director of UT Dallas’ Cyber Security Research and Education Center and the Louis A.
Beecherl, Jr. I Distinguished Professor of Computer Science. “It is a major breakthrough that VMI
developers no longer need to write any code to bridge the semantic gap by using the technology invented
by Dr. Lin and his student Mr. Fu. This research has given us tremendous visibility among the cyber
security research community around the world,” added Dr. Thuraisingham.
For more information, contact Rhonda Walls at rhonda.walls@utdallas.edu or 972.883.2731.

